From August to June teachers put their families on automatic pilot to care for the needs of other people's children. Their thoughts, their energies, their goals center on school.

Even when they are not in the classroom, teachers are correcting, researching, thinking about getting back into the classroom. However, teachers can get so caught up in teaching every hour of every day that they never get finished. So where do teachers draw a line that allows time with their families and still lets them feel as though they are doing the best job they can?

The classroom itself is a good place to start. Reams of research have been conducted on organizing the classroom for better efficiency. However, I'm always skeptical when I read an article that suggests some cure-all. What works for someone else rarely works for me unless I personalize it, and what I have personalized probably won't work for you. But here's an idea that will work.

Each week I choose one day that I call "no-paper day." There are no papers to correct. Workbooks stay in desks. The pencil sharpener remains silent. Even the crayon box rarely gets raided on this day. Sounds interesting? Then read on.

But, wait—Do I hear groans from teachers in small schools who think that this idea won't work in a multigrade classroom? I'm a multigrade teacher too (grades 1-3). The ideas I propose will fit any grade level because they are so broad.

Everyone likes my no-paper day. When I ask my students to take extra personal responsibility that day to make it work, they cooperate because they like to do away with paper as much as I do.

At first I didn't have a whole day without paper. I tried a morning or an afternoon, using the idea as a special treat for good behavior. However, the children didn't realize it was a reward (plus a nice break from correcting their work) for me as well. Now I have one whole day each week as "no-paper day."

**How It Works**

Here is how the no-paper day works for various subjects:

**Math:** Use small lap blackboards. I found a stack of unused lapboards waiting for me in my classroom when I arrived. They were homemade, masonite covered with green board paint.

The children each bring a sock from home to use as an eraser. Socks are stored in each child's desk. I supply a piece of chalk to store in each sock.

When I pass out blackboards everyone knows what we are going to do. I stay in one spot giving problems to work; they hold up the boards so that I can see which ones have the correct answer. We use the boards for teaching number place, labeling word problems, and for other number functions.

I use a lot of math games on this day as well as flashcards, and I let everyone choose partners. We use clocks for drilling, even at the listening center. Paper plates make great clock faces. The children position the hands and hold them up so that I can see what is happening.

We do a lot of action games, too, such as oral counting by 2's, 3's, and 4's. These games provide terrific practice for written work and help increase retention.
for children with a variety of learning styles.

On no-paper day it isn't exactly quiet in my classroom, but the children do learn and have fun, too.

**Reading:** On no-paper day we have oral book reports, team reading (when two people form a group and read to each other), and reading games in which two or more players learn about inference, library skills, drawing conclusions, and recognizing context clues. Some of these games I have devised myself, others I have purchased.

We also do some role playing and share our favorite stories. One activity we like to do requires dividing the children into groups of four (I have 30 students) and creating stories by cutting out magazine pictures and placing them on a long strip of paper. Each team makes up a story, keeping what they are doing a secret. The groups then trade strips. They then are required to think up a story to match the new picture strip and share it orally. Afterward, the group that created each strip tells the story they originally intended.

**Bible:** Story records and tapes, charades, and Bible labs are part of this no-paper day. Bible labs teach the children how to share their faith. Because of my large group a maximum of five leave on this day with a volunteer parent to do some missionary activity outside the classroom. Children who remain in the classroom make cookies, bread, or cupcakes to take to new parents, older folks, shut-ins, new Adventists, or people just moving into the area. The groups involved in baking and visiting rotate from week to week. They include a mixture of grades so older and younger children, as well as boys and girls, participate in each group.

Cravons sometimes come out during this time to make welcome or get-well cards. We have also written letters to student missionaries. This is always a special highlight of our no-paper day.

**Language:** I use the Dover Oral Language Program every day, but on no-paper day we do a few more exercises than usual. I use "throwaway" five-minute activities that are fun for the children and beneficial in preparing them for their standardized tests. I write sentences without punctuation on the board, and the children have to punctuate them properly. Throughout the day, I emphasize language usage.

Occasionally on no-paper day I have a "berry note day." This is the only time I allow note writing. I give each child a paper sack with his name on it to place on his desk. The children then write notes to tell their classmates how "berry, berry" nice they are. It's still no-paper day because I don't correct these notes!

Another activity the children enjoy is creative writing time. This also requires paper. During this period we specifically write to share with the group. I generally provide a story starter of some kind, but the students develop their own story and share before the group. What makes this a "no-paper" activity is that I don't collect the papers or correct them. However, the activity guarantees that every child will share, as well as do some writing and creative thinking.

**Spelling:** A spelldown is an exciting occasion. Every student participates, but I use words on each child's grade level, moving to higher levels as people are eliminated. Some years I don't use this activity because the children struggle with spelling, but when the group spells well on the whole, we have a spelldown every two months or so.

We use drill time to learn how to spell the days of the week and the months of the year. We also practice some spelling words.
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naturally to spiritual sharing.

As we have noted, Western cultures privatize religion. Our youth need to recognize this cultural prohibition. Through skillful teaching and the infusion of the Spirit, they will overcome this prohibition to witnessing.

Not until the goal of outreach becomes paramount in Bible classes will our students achieve God’s ultimate purpose for their lives. We fall short if our Bible classes become mired in urban theoretical discussions of theological and ethical questions. We must inspire our students to translate inner commitment into a shared faith that commends itself to unbelievers and nominal Christians.

As we seek to accomplish this goal, our Bible classes will become what God really intends them to be—centers where faith is deepened and from which students depart with a sense of urgency to share their joy in Christ.
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